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Abstract

This paper analyzes the workflow and implementation of electronic health record (EHR) systems across different functions in small physician offices. We characterize the differences in the offices based on the levels of computerization in terms of workflow, sources of time delay, and barriers to using EHR systems to support the entire workflow.

The study was based on a combination of questionnaires, interviews, in situ observations, and data collection efforts. This study was not intended to be a full-scale time-and-motion study with precise measurements but was intended to provide an overview of the potential sources of delays while performing office tasks. The study follows an interpretive model of case studies rather than a large-sample statistical survey of practices. To identify time-consuming tasks, workflow maps were created based on the aggregated data from the offices. The results from the study show that specialty physicians are more favorable toward adopting EHR systems than primary care physicians are. The barriers to adoption of EHR systems by primary care physicians can be attributed to the complex workflows that exist in primary care physician offices, leading to nonstandardized workflow structures and practices. Also, primary care physicians would benefit more from EHR systems if the systems could interact with external entities.

Introduction

Healthcare is a continuously evolving industry facing major challenges: increasing costs, unacceptably high error rates, and dissatisfied patients and providers. Spending on healthcare in the United States continues to grow at the rate of more than 7 percent per year, expecting to reach $2.8 trillion, around 17 percent of the gross domestic product, by 2011. Information technology (IT) is becoming essential in managing the healthcare enterprise. Many hospital systems have adopted electronic health record (EHR) systems, but the rate of adoption has been very slow in the case of individual or small-group offices. A 2007 National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey reports that in more than 161,200 medical practices in the United States, there were 311,200 physicians practicing in office-based environments. The report also identifies that 69.2 percent of practices consisted of individual practitioners. According to preliminary estimates from a 2009 mail survey, 43.9 percent of the physicians reported using entire or partial EHR systems (not including systems solely for billing) in their office-based practices. About 20.5 percent reported having systems that met the criteria of a basic system, and 6.3 percent reported having a fully functional system. Another study found that
less than 2 percent of physicians in solo or two-physician (small) practices reported having a fully functional EHR system.\(^5\)

Various studies conducted across a variety of healthcare settings have claimed that the introduction of EHR systems can lead to an improvement in quality and can improve operational efficiency and workflow.\(^6\) In spite of these claims, the overall adoption rates of EHR systems have been reported to be as low as 17 percent.\(^7\) A report on the “adoption gap” claims that less than 11.3 percent of the small physician offices have fully implemented EHR systems.\(^8\) Given that 88 percent of all medical offices are small practices, the report also identifies barriers to adoption. One of the main barriers identified is the nature and variety of the workflow in small physician offices, leading to resistance to incorporating EHR systems that offer little flexibility. The report also found that successful adoption requires close attention to office workflow, the way tasks are organized, and the resources used to achieve outcomes, along with appropriate change management, planning, and process reengineering.\(^9\) Finally, the report urges a more detailed case study of workflows. In the spirit of the questions raised by this previous study with respect to the use of EHR systems, our article complementarily summarizes case studies of workflows conducted in 13 physician offices (four primary care and nine specialist offices) over a three-month period.

Studies in the area of EHR system use vary from those that estimate huge costs savings to those that disagree with the cost savings estimates and discuss problems with adoption.\(^10-12\) Some studies point to poor current incentive structures and argue for new incentives to physicians so as to overcome the problems associated with inadequate capital, numerous vendors, lack of interoperability, misaligned incentive structures, fears of privacy, and perception of economic benefits related to the adoption of EHR systems.\(^13-17\) While these studies point to the diversity of barriers to adoption, the focus of this paper is to develop a deeper insight into understanding the workflow, the operational mode used in completing a task, the effect of context (primary care vs. specialty offices), and the interactions with external entities that are part of the workflow. Based on our observations, this article identifies the nature of the workflow and the information management problems in individual or small-group practices. In our study, an EHR consisted of a secure, real-time, point-of-care, patient-centric electronic resource for the physicians. These observations are intended to aid in the reengineering of office organizations that will affect the adoption of EHR systems.

The article is organized as follows: In the following section, we elaborate on the study focus and design, including the research questions addressed. The next section describes and provides an analysis of the workflow for a typical primary care office and draws generalizations from this specific case to the rest of the cases. In the subsequent section, we summarize the results in terms of the research questions that were framed in the study focus section. The final section presents some
general conclusions.

**Study Focus and Design**

Several approaches have been used to study work practices and productivity of physicians’ offices. Most of the studies reported in the literature use standard survey methods to generate statistically significant conclusions related to adoption, costs, barriers, and other aspects of the implementation of EHR systems. Some other studies are qualitative in nature. In the study presented in this article, we have taken an interpretive case study approach so as to get an in-depth understanding of the workflows, the current role of EHR technology, and the external factors or interactions that affect workflow automation. Interpretive case studies have been used extensively in social science and management literature. Yin has developed a set of guidelines on the role of interpretive case studies in the social sciences. Case studies are used not to create a statistically based hypothesis-testing exploration but as a means to answer specific research questions through a combination of methods such as questionnaires, interviews, and observations of the object of study. Generally, the goal of interpretive case studies is to answer an identified set of questions in the context of previous studies conducted by other researchers. Our intent in using the interpretive approach is to additionally provide a deeper understanding of similar research questions.

To set the stage for reporting on the data collected and the methods used in the study, we clarify the definition of workflow used in this paper. We choose the definition of workflow as “defining the interaction patterns among a practice’s staff as they fulfill tasks and produce outcomes using available resources.” Using this definition, we identify the tasks conducted in the entire physician office from the arrival of the patient to his or her departure. We also identify the tasks that are sources of delay, either due to the nature of the task or due to external events such as additional unanticipated transactions required to complete the task. This approach to studying small physician offices allows us to understand the nature and variety of workflow in different types of offices, the time delays inherent in the processes, and the resources available to complete tasks. We also identify those tasks where automation led or can lead to specific benefits for small practices.

Given the above perspective of our study, the research questions asked are as follows:

- What are the variations among specialist and primary care offices in terms of workflow?
- What are the sources of delay or the most time-consuming tasks that are part of the workflow?
- What are the reasons for the differences in the extent of computerization in specialist and primary care offices?

We address the above research questions by combining questionnaires with in situ observations and interviews. The design of the questionnaire was meant to facilitate elicitation of the workflow in as clear a fashion as possible to account for the interaction patterns of the staff and the physician in
the offices. We used the data and observations to create workflow maps for each office that indicated the mode (e.g., paper, telephone, computer) used in achieving the tasks in the workflow. We also identified the tasks that used some form of computerization. In our interviews, we verified the workflow constructed from the questionnaire and probed the causes of delays in the time-consuming tasks through staff interviews.

The workflow diagrams were visualized using Universal Modeling Language (UML) activity diagrams to provide a common scheme for representing them across offices. The names of the tasks, if different names were used by the different offices, were normalized to mean the same across all cases. Once all of the data were organized and analyzed, we used the interview notes to elaborate on the answers to specific questions. Subsequently, we placed the results of our study in the context of other studies reported in the literature.

The interviews and observations were conducted in situ to validate the tasks and workflow patterns in the physician offices. This study was done at 13 small-practice physician offices in the Baltimore and New York areas. A number of physician offices were randomly contacted for consent to participate in this study. The final set of physicians’ offices included both primary care providers (four) and specialty providers (nine) who consented to participate in this study. A total of 77 additional person-hours were spent with the staff to interview them, observe their work, and capture the present work practices of these offices. In the offices where we conducted detailed studies, the workflow was generalized, and the time taken for tasks was noted and averaged for about 10 patients. The study is not intended to be a full-scale time-and-motion study with precise measurements but is rather intended to provide an overview of the potential sources of delays and the proportion of time taken by the different activities in the workflow.

The subsequent sections present the background data of the study and the workflow analysis for the physician offices studied. Here, we also try to compare the physician offices studied and note variations among the offices in terms of workflow.

### Background Data

For a uniform presentation format, the first step in the study was to identify the tasks performed in the offices and establish a consistent term for each task across the practices. This is essential because the questionnaires were designed to give the respondents maximum freedom in their responses and did not constrain the answers to a particular terminology. The standardized terms for various tasks were then verified during questionnaire analysis to have the same meaning as the ones provided by respondents in all of the offices under study. Table 1 shows the composition of staff people by function and facility in the physicians’ offices. On average, there are two staff people per physician in primary care offices (columns 1 to 4) and about three staff people per physician in specialty care offices (columns 5 to 13), as specialty care offices tend to perform additional services in-house. In some cases, the front desk tasks (such as registration, billing, and information
organization) are performed by the same person, and in other cases there are specialized staff people for billing and record keeping. These variations seem to arise from the manner in which a physician’s office evolved. Table 2 provides the tasks and task handling modes across different offices. In our study, four offices had implemented EHR systems, three offices had no computerized approach whatsoever, and the other six offices had some form of minimal computer usage (partial implementation). It must be noted, however, that the four offices with an EHR implementation were in their initial stages (less than six months since implementation). As can be seen in Table 2, only one of the family practice or primary care physicians had some form of computerization. In offices that provide specialty services, the range of computerization of tasks varied. Some offices were in the process of implementation by computerizing a partial set of tasks. In general, the use of paper and telephone was pervasive across the offices when dealing with external entities such as insurance companies, referrals to other doctors, and laboratories. (See Table 1 and Table 2.)

Workflow Analysis

In this section we describe the work pattern observed in a primary care office and discuss observations across other specialty offices. We present the workflow using UML activity diagrams. This specific case serves as an exemplar of the type of workflow that exists. It must be noted that some of the offices have not yet implemented EHRs at all, some have implemented EHRs only to carry out certain tasks, and some have completely implemented EHRs efficiently. Also, while the offices have certain characteristics in common, they have slightly different organizational structures based on the combination of services offered within the office and externally, leading to variations in the workflow, especially when contrasting primary care physician and specialist offices. This observation is not meant to imply that there are no differences among the offices within each category, but rather that the differences across the categories are much more significant. We have chosen only certain offices for discussion in this section based on the complexity of their workflow. These offices’ workflows serve to explain the common workflow in the other offices of the same category. The analysis of the workflows in the physician offices are subjective and are based on the observations made. After presenting the individual cases, we explore the differences. In addition, we also discuss the variances observed in the workflows among offices at different locations, implying that the offices adapt to the available resources and the practices of the external services. In the subsequent sections, we present the case studies in detail with respect to the tasks performed and the sources of delay.

Work Practices and Workflow in a Primary Care Provider Office

The workflow in the primary care offices is generally difficult to capture in its entirety with respect to the time taken for each specific task related to each patient. This particular office (Primary Care 1 in Table 2) embodies one end of the spectrum, where there is no computerized support for any task.
The office has two primary care physicians with different weekly visiting schedules and is staffed with two full-time front desk clerks and one nurse. There is no computer facility in the office, and hence everything is done manually. The nurse also manages the front desk activities when needed. The staff works amid heaps of forms, files, and paper. There appears to be a significant chance for important reports to get lost among the paperwork (this happened once during the observation study: a lab report that had previously been received was missing; hence, the clerk had to collect the report from the laboratory again and spent considerable time on the telephone).

**Description of Tasks**

The descriptions of the tasks listed below are based on the roles played by participants. Variation among primary care offices with respect to these roles was minimal or nonexistent.

The tasks of the front desk clerk involve scheduling appointments, registering new patients, registering repeat patients, verifying insurance, dealing with referrals, organizing and collating received reports and information, performing prescription-related activities, organizing the charts, mailing letters, copying, faxing, attending to telephone calls, and issuing certificates.

The tasks of the nurse are to document brief illness histories, record vital signs, collect copayments, and perform some other front desk activities.

The physician is involved with performing routine histories and examinations, entering progress notes, entering codes and other billing information, communicating with fellow consultants and hospitals, and reviewing faxes and issuing follow-up actions.

*Figure 1* depicts the workflow diagram of this physician’s office using a UML activity diagram. One important caveat is that some of the tasks, such as the collection/collation of records are arranged in a non-contiguous way across patients, thus making precise measurements of time taken for each task and for each individual patient difficult. Data on the time taken for each task were not collected because some of the tasks were performed at the same time. For example, while waiting for the insurance company to answer a telephone call, the front desk clerk may process another application. This type of multitasking takes place throughout the day, especially with the organization and clearing of documents for distribution within and outside the office.

A second view of the workflow is shown in *Figure 2*. The diagram in *Figure 2* illustrates the interaction and information flow, identifying the time-consuming tasks and some of the external and internal interactions.

**Sources of Delay in the Workflow by Task**

The following are the primary sources of delay in the workflow of the office studied:

1. **Scheduling.** The office maintains two paper-based planners, one for each physician. There is
the potential to enter the appointment in the wrong physician's planner due to oversight. The use of paper-based planners, the use of specific physician-based entries, and the searching for and rescheduling of appointments lead to a time-consuming scheduling process. For example, if a patient forgets the appointment date, the clerk has to meticulously search through the planner to find the patient's appointment.

2. **New patient/repeat patient registration.** In this step, the physician is limited by the information he or she receives from the patient and its validity until he or she receives the entire record, leading to possible incorrect diagnoses and quality-of-service problems. Furthermore, the process of collecting information from previous physicians who have examined the patient is time consuming, often requiring follow-up telephone calls.

For a repeat patient, making copies of a prior chart for update maintains the continuity in the patient's record; however, this wastes both time and paper. Maintaining multiple copies of the record over time could lead to misfiling or loss of documents.

For the registration task, the primary problem is again organization and management of information. All the information delivered to the doctors is delivered on paper and hence has to be organized and collated; new information from the patient has to be gathered for registration. The front desk clerk spends a lot of time organizing information on paper, leading to a propensity for errors and incomplete information. During our observation, we observed an instance where the demographic details were not updated; thus, a letter sent to the patient was not received and the prescribed test was not performed.

3. **Insurance verification.** The existence of multiple insurance companies and the variability in coverage and participation of the physicians in a particular insurance company program increase the complexity of insurance verification. The front desk clerk has to maintain and search multiple insurance lists that may or may not be up to date at the time of registration. This leads to a very time-consuming and error-prone process.

The physician spends additional time obtaining approval for tests and engaging in further consultations with doctors working for the insurance companies, even after the examination of the patient. This interaction with insurance companies is a major bottleneck, creating confusion and conflicts in small offices such as this one.

4. **Referrals.** The referral process is cumbersome, time consuming, and error prone because a number of factors play a role in determining the workflow for a particular case. The clerk not only has to identify the laboratory or physician to be contacted but also must determine whether a given insurance company certifies the laboratory or physician as an authorized supplier of the service.

5. **Organization and collation of received reports.** Organizing and prioritizing reports and other
information is a very time-consuming task requiring attention on the part of the front desk clerk and the physician. While a front desk clerk may be able to organize and prioritize information to some extent, he or she generally does not have the competency to make a judgment on the prioritization of patient appointments. Once the physician has reviewed the information, a number of possible workflow items may need to be generated depending on the information received on a given patient. Delays in reviewing the reports and information could lead to errors and delays in care.

6. Progress notes. In this office, as in many others, the documentation of the physician’s interaction with a patient is not immediately entered into the charts. It is normally done after all the consultations for the day or may take two to three days. The delay in documentation of the consultation, despite its being the most salient feature in the chart, could lead to information loss and mistakes.

7. Prescription-related activities. Pharmacists often need clarification from the physician. This task results in considerable interruptions for the physicians.

8. Other unscheduled tasks (mailing, organizing patient charts, copying, faxing, issuing of certificates, and attending to telephone calls). This class of tasks is inherently scheduled in an ad hoc manner. These tasks are done when required or when time permits. Clearly, the tasks of faxing, copying, and issuing certificates require manual work and in a paper-based office require moving, writing, and filling forms and performing tasks that take time. Not all of these tasks can be completely reengineered, especially managing telephone calls.

Observations across Primary Care Offices

We studied three additional primary care or family practice physician offices in a manner similar to that used for the case presented above. We observed heterogeneity among primary care offices as well as in the functioning of individual offices. The following are our observations across these offices:

1. Each office functions in a unique way. Therefore, the workflow is not uniform even though tasks and some processes match. Further, the workflow is different in different regions, depending on the practices and protocols adopted by the laboratories and insurance companies of that region. In addition, the insurance companies follow different protocols ranging from using telephone calls for the verification of patient information to using a verification machine (similar to a credit card processing terminal) for obtaining approval using the patient’s insurance card.

2. In all of the primary care offices, the workflow pattern is different for different patients depending on their condition. The patient with any physical condition or symptom first comes
to the primary care physician. Each patient may have a different treatment protocol. Hence, there are different workflow patterns and different kinds of referrals. The workflow pattern also differs for regular patients, for patients referred from nursing homes, and for patients who come through Medicare. The tasks of registering a patient and referring to a patient a hospital vary due to the differences in the patient’s requirements.

3. In the primary care and family practice offices studied, there was no computerization or a minimal amount of computerization. In some cases, the billing process was outsourced to a billing agent for creating comprehensive reports and providing follow-up monitoring. While this does reduce some paperwork, it still requires manual processing (Table 2).

Our observations confirm the results from previous studies on the low adoption of EHR systems in primary care physician offices.27 In our interviews in various physician facilities, the primary reasons cited for not adopting EHR systems were the lack of IT experience and the uncertainty of the time and costs involved. However, the physicians expressed a belief that they would be able to improve their operations with IT. The general feeling among these offices is that using EHR systems would not result in reduced physician interaction time. The observation is in agreement with the results of time-and-motion studies of physicians in a primary care office, which show that very little decline in the time spent by the physician with a patient occurs with EHR implementation.28 Hence, from a primary care point of view, unless the incentive structure for reimbursements is changed and interfaces to external entities are made seamless, it is unlikely that EHR systems will be widely adopted.

**Observations from Specialty Care Offices**

Nine specialty care offices were studied. They included specialty practices in neurology, obstetrics/gynecology, gastroenterology, cardiology, hematology/oncology, ophthalmology, nephrology, and ENT (ear, nose, and throat), plus a multispecialty office.

A significant aspect of a specialty care office is that it deals with a specific human system. Hence, the range of workflow is often limited. With a narrow focus on a specialty, in spite of the multiple sources of patient input (primary care physicians, internists, etc.) these offices have more limited external interactions and are less varied in their transactions. All of the specialty care offices we studied had scheduling software with varying degrees of automation of tasks, as shown in Table 2. Table 2 illustrates the level of computerization in the offices, with the ENT office being the most computerized. Nevertheless, even in the ENT office, tasks involving external interactions, such as those involving insurance verification, prescriptions, external referrals, and laboratory test requests, are still paper based. The only exception is the multispecialty office, which has a computer-based interface with the laboratory because the office is connected to a hospital that provides the laboratory service. In all of the specialty offices, the appointment scheduling and registration tasks
were computerized. The other task that was mostly computerized is the billing task, except for the two offices (neurology and gastroenterology) that used external billing services.

A significant difference between the specialty offices and the primary care offices is that most of the specialty offices tend to have diagnostic testing services or other outpatient therapy services in house. For example, the oncology specialty has facilities for outpatient chemotherapy service in house, and the ophthalmology specialist performs ophthalmic procedures on site. In addition, the multispecialty office includes a sample collection center for laboratory samples, as well as x-ray and pharmacy centers. While each specialty office is different, they seem to provide some of these services in house for the convenience of patients as well as for better management of the treatment and diagnosis.

**Discussion of the Research Questions**

In this section we discuss the research questions under study.

1. **What are the variations among specialist and primary care offices in terms of workflow?**

   The variations among the primary care and specialist offices can be identified along two dimensions. One dimension is the variability in patient population served, and the second is the organizational structure of the offices themselves. In general, primary care physician offices encounter higher patient variety and often do not have many in-house services for sample collection, x-rays, or other services. On the other hand, specialty offices tend to include other services that they see as integral to providing care, for example, sample collection, x-rays, or chemotherapy. The variations in the tasks and task flow in specialty offices tend to be low compared to that found in a primary care office, due to the prescreening by the primary care physician and the more standardized set of transactions. Furthermore, the primary care offices seem to have more external interactions than the specialist offices do.

   UML diagrams are insufficient to provide a comparison between primary care and specialty offices because they do not reflect the number of entities of a particular type that the physicians interact with. The interactions that a primary care office participates in are much richer and more varied in contrast to those of specialty offices. Most often, specialty offices are connected to a hospital, where they have access to hospital information systems.

2. **What are the sources of delay or the most time-consuming tasks that are part of the workflow?**

   In Table 2, we present the mode of operation for each task. Clearly all paper-based work requires considerable time to collate and file the various documents. Due to the interleaved nature of many tasks, there is considerable room for error, resulting in possible rework later. The blue boxes in Figure 2 indicate a general overview of the tasks that are the most time consuming. There are multiple reasons for the time-consuming nature of these tasks, but the primary problem is the lack
of adequate computer-based interfaces with external entities. Additionally, the external entities may not have a proper information infrastructure themselves, resulting in the need to use telephone calls, faxes, and other manual means of getting information, which consume a great deal of time. This time delay is most evident in the lack of computer-based insurance verification. The other time-consuming tasks include communicating with laboratories and requesting release of prior patient records from other physicians, both requiring telephone calls and unpredictable and time-consuming request-to-receipt cycles.

Further time-consuming interactions include patient scheduling and follow-up of appointments, gathering prior patient histories, handling referrals, and conducting other external interactions that take place through faxes, mail, and sometimes e-mail. Further, these interactions necessitate the use of paper-based systems augmenting the EHR system, even when an EHR system is in use.

One major hurdle for computerization is the lack of understanding of the IT issues involved. Further, most external interactions are not clearly defined, and there is a lack of standard interfaces with external entities. This results in paper-based and manual interactions, which are impediments to computerization. The cost of maintaining information in multiple forms and in multiple repositories leads to additional time-consuming effort in organizing and charting tasks.

3. What are the reasons for the differences in the extent of computerization in specialist and primary care offices?

Most of the previous studies have shown low EHR adoption rates in small offices without much differentiation between primary care and specialty offices. Our case studies show that many of the specialty offices are more advanced with respect to use of computerization than the primary care offices are. The main reason identified is that most of the specialty care offices either have introduced scheduling software or have introduced EHR systems augmented to varying extent by paper-based systems, with the exception of the ENT office, which relies on the EHR system for organization and retrieval of information on patient charts.

The lack of computerization in primary care offices may be attributed to the complexity of the transactions due to the variety in patient populations and the lack of standardized transactions across external agencies (insurance companies, hospitals, and other specialists). Given the complexity of the transactions, most offices often tend to adopt minimal and fragmented computerization for tasks such as billing that are separated from medical records. With an increase in the number of entities with which a physician’s office interacts, the problems of interoperability and the level of computerization of interacting entities come into play in estimating the usefulness and effectiveness of the EHR system. It was found in a time-and-motion study that the overall median time saved by a physician was 0.5 minutes, a decrease from 27.55 minutes to 27.05 minutes, with EHR implementation, which may be due to inadequate interfaces with external entities. Until a tipping point is reached with respect to the economics of a given office, EHR adoption will be slow.
This finding is borne out by a study that claims that EHR implementation is generally viewed from a financial dimension and not from a quality-of-care point of view by physicians. A cause of the low rate of EHR adoption is clearly the lack of network effects, which reinforces the perception and reality of high capital investment and low potential returns in implementing EHR systems.

There are considerable benefits of implementing EHR systems in a physician’s office, such as increased overall operational efficiency, reduced medical error rate (which will significantly contribute to national healthcare savings), the ability to generate templates and reminders, decreased staff utilization, less space consumption with the elimination of paper charts, and easier production of “audit trails” for insurance coding. The financial costs and benefits of EHR systems can affect the rate at which healthcare providers adopt them, while quality improvement benefits can affect patients’ health, which may in turn result in financial benefit to payers from avoiding “downstream” expenditures, especially for hospital and emergency room services.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

There are several conclusions to be drawn from this study on workflow and EHR systems in small medical practices. First, the physician offices that had implemented EHR systems, mainly specialty offices, were fully satisfied with the process and claimed to have improved their efficiency. However, they felt that an upgrade in appropriate interfaces with external entities would lead to further time saving. For primary care offices, the major sources of work delays came from interactions with external entities, including entities that had previously provided care to the patient, multiple insurance companies, laboratories, hospitals, and outside entities to whom patients were referred. Currently, none of these tasks can be done easily through the computer. Hence, paper-based systems remain the norm for these tasks in primary care settings. A specialty office operates through referrals from primary care physicians. The primary care office clears the patient for initial insurance claims and sends all the relevant records with the referral, hence reducing the task faced by primary care offices of chasing prior records and other information. Thereby, the time-consuming external interactions are reduced in the specialty offices. Mapping and correlation of patient identifiers and standards-based information interchange facilities can enable large healthcare enterprises to provide a virtual patient record that overlies the fragmented records of the patient in the different healthcare facilities.

From an economic point of view, a primary care physician’s cost of computerization is directly related to the ability to exploit network effects while interacting with external entities. The number of external entities that the physician’s office has to interact with, and their level of computerization are crucial factors to consider in choosing the appropriate EHR system. The lack of computerization or inadequate interfaces of external participants reduces the economic benefits as the transaction cost for dealing with the external entities outweighs the benefits that could be accrued from
computerization within the office. Also, there is fear about the initial delay and potential loss of patients in the months after EHR implementation, when the staff needs to be trained on the new system. Further, the old information has to be entered into the new system, and concerns about the security of the information need to be addressed. Hence, physicians need to be prepared for the extra financial burden associated with EHR implementation.\(^3\)

The Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) program currently being designed and tested by Department of Health and Human Services is an important activity that could increase adoption of EHRs. The goal of the program is to aid the use and development of standards to enable the interoperability of the healthcare system. Without a network infrastructure available to link different healthcare entities, EHR adoption rates will remain relatively low in spite of possible advantages of EHR systems for the internal operation of offices. The linkages of the specialty offices in our study to hospitals through laboratory information systems or other computerized systems allowed them to schedule and order laboratory tests and also to receive reports electronically. This encouraged them to use at least a simple EHR system, which also helped them to integrate internal information. On the other hand, primary care offices that have numerous interactions with a variety of entities are not able to rid themselves of paper-based systems, leading to reluctance in adopting EHR systems.

Some strategies that small physician offices can use to implement EHR systems are as follows:

**Start small and grow.** There are several low-cost EHR systems on the market that can be installed with considerable ease. One of the offices in this study, which was totally paper-based, installed a low-cost EHR system. However, this EHR system was only being used by the front office for scheduling and appointments because the physician was reluctant to spend time entering patient interactions due to time constraints. A possible solution is to use a voice recognition system specifically developed for the medical field. Once the physician is comfortable with using the EHR system, then appropriate linkages can be made to external entities, such as through the use of billing software, a requisite for small practices, where billing is generally outsourced.

**Seek help from Regional Extension Centers (RECs).** Physicians can seek the help of RECs for implementation of EHR systems in their offices.

**Participate in government-funded programs.** Considerable emphasis is being placed by the federal government on using health information technology. For example, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has announced a demonstration initiative in which selected physician offices will be provided with monetary incentives for implementing EHR systems and confirming to quality metrics established by CMS. The results of this five-year demonstration will provide useful data on EHR adoption.
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